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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes an algorithm for aligning singing in poly-
phonic music audio with textual lyrics. As preprocessing, the sys-
tem uses a voice separation algorithm based on melody transcrip-
tion and sinusoidal modeling. The alignment is based on a hid-
den Markov model speech recognizer where the acoustic model
is adapted to singing voice. The textual input is preprocessed to
create a language model consisting of a sequence of phonemes,
pauses and possible instrumental breaks. Viterbi algorithm is used
to align the audio features with the text. On a test set consisting
of 17 commercial recordings, the system achieves an averageab-
solute error of 1.40 seconds in aligning lines of the lyrics.

1. INTRODUCTION

Most of the work on music information retrieval (MIR) has been
concentrated on acoustic information, i.e. an audio signal. Specific
research problems include, for example, automatic music tran-
scription, singer identification, and structure analysis.Also the
lyrics are an important aspect in vocalized music since theyconvey
most of the emotional part through semantic information. Early
attempts to perform lyrics recognition using a large-vocabulary
speech recognizer were successful only on pure singing voice [1,
2]. For commercial polyphonic recordings, the musical signals are
significantly more complex than pure singing, thus phoneticmod-
els created for pure singing voice are more likely to fail. Also, the
recognition for transcription is often not necessary, as the lyrics
are easily found on the Internet.

This paper deals with the alignment of music audio with singing
vocals and instrumental accompaniment with the corresponding
textual lyrics, i.e., finding the temporal relationship between the
two inputs. The alignment can be directly applied in automated
karaoke annotation systems, but it has also potential in automatic
singing database labeling and keyword spotting in singing database
search algorithms. The problem can be viewed as an intermediate
goal in the significantly harder problem of recognizing lyrics in
polyphonic audio.

A straightforward way to do alignment is by creating a pho-
netic transcription of the word sequence comprising the text in the
lyrics and aligning the phone sequence with the audio using ahid-
den Markov model (HMM) speech recognizer. For alignment, the
possible paths in the Viterbi search algorithm of a speech recog-
nizer are restricted to just one string of phonemes, representing the
input text. However, there are significant differences in the dynam-
ics and general properties of speech and singing sounds. Thecom-
plexity of the polyphonic music signal compared to a pure singing
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voice signal is one more factor that makes the direct use of a speech
recognizer difficult.

In this paper we present a system that automatically aligns a
real-life piece of music to the corresponding textual lyrics. The
proposed system consists of several processing steps. The audio
signal is first preprocessed to separate the singing voice from the
polyphonic signal. The alignment step employs a phonetic HMM
recognizer to align the text in the lyrics to the singing.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We continue
with a literature review of the related work. In Section 3 we present
the overview of our system, in Section 4 the separation algorithm,
and in Section 5 the models and rules for the alignment. Section 6
presents the experimental results, and Section 7 presents the con-
clusions of this work.

2. RELATED WORK

There is little work related to automatic alignment of lyrics text to
singing in polyphonic music. Wong et al. [3] define the problem
of aligning a music signal with singing in Cantonese to a corre-
sponding lyric file. A preprocessing method is used to enhance the
singing voice and to suppress background music. The choice of
features for the alignment is based on the characteristics of Can-
tonese language. The system cannot handle non-tonal languages
such as English.

The authors of [4] present a system based on Viterbi align-
ment for synchronizing lyrics with music CD recordings. The
system uses a method for segregating vocals from a polyphonic
music signal. Nonvocal regions are removed from the segregated
signal by means of a vocal activity detection method. A language
model is created for the forced alignment, by retaining onlyvow-
els for japanese lyrics converted to phonemes. The gender de-
pendent monophone model of ISRC software is used as an initial
phone model and is adapted to the singing voice characteristics.
The alignment is done at phrase level, authors define a phraseas
a section that was delimited by a space of line feed in the original
lyrics. As a quality measure, the authors give alignment accuracy
as the proportion of the length of the sections which are correctly
labeled to the total length of a song, reporting 8 out of 10 songs
with over 90% accuracy.

In [5], the authors present LyricAlly, a system that aligns first
the higher level structure of a song and then within the boundaries
of the detected sections, performs a line-level alignment.The line-
level alignment uses only an uniform estimated phoneme duration,
rather than a phoneme recognition based method. The system
works by finding vocal segments but not recognizing their con-
tent. The line-level aligner will search for a target numberof vocal
segments, corresponding to the number of lines in the correspond-
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ing lyrics section. The method is based on assumptions aboutthe
structure and meter of the song and is limited to certain types of
songs. The authors reported a 0.58 s mean and 3.6 s standard de-
viation for the error in line starting points alignment on a test set
of 20 songs.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The audio file is preprocessed to obtain the vocal line. For this,
we use a melody transcription system followed by a sinusoidal
synthesis as described in Section 4. After extracting the vocal line,
we extract features of the audio.

The alignment system is a HMM phonetic recognizer. It uses
the 39 phonemes of the CMU pronouncing dictionary, plus short
pause, silence and instrumental noise models. The monophone
models are trained using a speech database. Furthermore, using
maximum-likelihood linear regression (MLLR) speaker adapta-
tion technique, the monophone models are adapted to clean singing
voice characteristics. We use the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit
(HTK) [6] for feature extraction, training and adaptation of the
models and for the Viterbi alignment.

The text file contains the corresponding lyrics. We assume cor-
rect words and accurate representation of the sung words. The text
is processed to obtain a sequence of words with optional silence,
pause and noise between them. The transcription from words to
phonemes is done using the CMU pronouncing dictionary.

4. VOCALS SEPARATION

The vocal separation is done in two stages where an automatic
melody transcription algorithm is first used to estimate thenotes
of the the main vocal line and then sinusoidal modeling is used
to represent and separate the corresponding acoustic signal. The
transcription algorithm produces a robust mid-level representation
of the pitch of the melody whereas the sinusoidal model allows
estimating more accurate time-varying parameters.

4.1. Melody transcription

The melody transcription is done using the algorithm of Ryynä-
nen and Klapuri [7], which takes polyphonic music signal as an
input and estimates the note sequency corresponding to the lead-
vocal melody. Each note is parameterized by its pitch, onsettime,
and duration. The transcription algorithm first measures the so-
called salience of different fundamental frequencies at 23.2 ms in-
tervals. The saliences are used as features for a hidden Markov
model (HMM) consisting of a network of melody notes, back-
ground notes, and silence. Each melody or background note is
modeled with a three-state left-to-right HMM, notes of different
pitches having different parameters. The parameters are estimated
from several hours of real music, for which the reference pitches
were known.

The HMM network for modeling the whole signal is obtained
by allowing transitions from the end states of notes to the begin-
ning states of other notes, or to the silence state. Musicological
information about the probability of different note sequences is
incorporated by a bigram which defines the transitions between
different notes. The transcription of the melody is obtained by
finding the most likely melody note sequence using the Viterbi

algorithm. In each frame, local maximum of the fundamental fre-
quency salience in the vicinity of the transcribed note is used as a
more accurate estimate of the pitch of the melody.

4.2. Sinusoidal modeling

The signal-level separation is based on the modelx(k) = v(k) +
b(k) where the polyphonic input signalx(k) is represented as the
sum of vocal signalv(k) and backroundb(k), k being the time
index in samples. The vocal signal is further modeled using the
sinusoidal model

v(k) =

N
X

n=1

an(k) sin(θn(k)) (1)

whereN is the number of overtones, andan(k) andθn(k) are the
amplitude and phase of thenth overtone at timek. In this study
the number of overtones was fixed to 40.

In the estimation of the overtone parameters the signal is di-
vided into 40 ms frames with 20 ms hop between adjacent frames.
In each framem a fixed amplitudeam,n, frequencyfm,n, and
phaseθm,n is estimated for each overtonen as follows. The over-
tone frequencies are set to integer multiplies of the pitch of the
melody, i.e. fm,n = nfm, wherefm is the estimated pitch in
framem. Complex correlationcm,n between the windowed signal
and a sinusoid having the overtone frequency is calculated as

cm,n =

P

k
x(k) exp(i2πfm,n/fs)w(k)

Z
(2)

wherefs is the sampling frequency andZ =
P

k
w(k)/2 is a

normalization constant.w(k) is the Hamming window centered to
the temporal position of each frame. The amplitude of the overtone
is then obtained as the absolute value of the complex correlation
and the phase by its angle. The estimation is repeated for each
overtone in each frame.

Each overtone is synthesized by interpolating the parameters
from frame to frame. Here the best quality was obtained using
the method proposed in [8] which uses quadratic interpolation for
the phasesθn(k) and linear interpolation for the amplitudesan(k).
The vocal signal is obtained generating and summing the overtones
according to (1).

5. ALIGNMENT

The alignment stage fits the sequence of words in the input text to
the observed acoustic features of the separated vocal signal.

5.1. Lyrics processing

The lyrics input is transformed into a sequence of words thatwill
be used by the recognizer. An optional short pause is inserted be-
tween each two words in the lyrics. At the end of each line we
insert optional silence or noise event, to account for the voice rest
and possible background accompaniment. An example of result-
ing recognition grammar for one of the test songs is:

[sil | noise] I [sp] BELIEVE [sp] I [sp] CAN [sp] FLY [sil |
noise] I [sp] BELIEVE [sp] I [sp] CAN [sp] TOUCH [sp] THE [sp]
SKY [sil | noise] I [sp] THINK [sp] ABOUT [sp] IT [sp] EVERY
[sp] NIGHT [sp] AND [sp] DAY [sil | noise] SPREAD [sp] MY
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[sp] WINGS [sp] AND [sp] FLY [sp] AWAY [sil | noise]
where the [ ] encloses options and | denotes alternatives. This way,
the alignment algorithm can choose to include pauses and noise
where needed.

The phonetic transcription of the recognition grammar is ob-
tained using the CMU pronouncing dictionary. The features ex-
tracted from the separated vocals are aligned with the obtained
string of phonemes, using the Viterbi forced alignment.

5.2. The set of models

As features, we used 13 mel-frequency cepstral coefficientsplus
delta and acceleration coefficients calculated on 25 ms frames with
a 10 ms hop between adjacent frames. A left-to-right HMM with
3 states is used to represent each phoneme. The silence modelis
a fully-conected HMM with 3 states and the short pause model is
a one-state HMM. An additional model for the instrumental noise
was used, accounting for the distorted instrumental regions that
can appear in the separated vocals signal. The noise model isa
5-states fully connected HMM.

In absence of an annotated dabase of singing phonemes, the
set of monophone models was trained using the entire ARCTIC
speech database1. Silence and short pause models were trained
on the same material. The noise model was separately trainedon
instrumental sections from different songs, others than the ones in
the test database.

5.3. Model adaptation

In speech recognition, a speaker independent model set can be
adapted to fit the characteristics of an individual speaker by using
some adaptation technique. Similar to speaker adaptation,we can
use smaller amount of training data to adapt HMM models trained
on speech to better match the characteristics of singing voice.

Maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) computes a
set of transformations that will reduce the mismatch between an
initial model and the adaptation data. Specifically, the method es-
timates a set of linear transformations for the mean and variance of
a Gaussian mixture HMM system [9]. The effect of these transfor-
mations is to shift the component means and alterate the variances
in the initial system so that each state in the HMM system is more
likely to generate the adaptation data. We only used adaptation of
the mean.

The transformation matrix used to give a new estimate of the
adapted mean is given by

µ̂ = Wξ (3)

whereW is then × (n + 1) transformation matrix (n is the di-
mensionality of the data).ξ is the extended mean vectorξ =
ˆ

1 µ1 µ2 µ3 . . . µn

˜T
.

The transformation matrix is obtained by solving a maximiza-
tion problem using the Expectation-Maximization technique. The
adaptation method is implemented in the HTK [6].

If the true transcription of the adaptation data is known, then
the adaptation can be done in a supervised way. A number of 49
monophonic singing fragments ranging from 20 to 30 seconds and
their transcriptions were used for adapting the phone models to
singing voice. We used a singing database comprising fragments

1http://festvox.org/cmu_arctic/

of pop songs. The adaptation data consists in 19 male and 30 fe-
male voice fragments, sung by 12 female and 7 male nonprofes-
sional singers. Following the supervised MLLR speaker adapta-
tion, the method was used to obtain a singing voice adapted set of
39 phones. These models will be used in the alignment process.

6. SYSTEM EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

A number of 17 songs was chosen at random from a large structure
annotated database of commercial popular music. The alignment
system processes text and music representing a vocal section of
a song. We define a vocal section as being the verse, chorus, or
bridge, which contains vocals and instrumental accompaniment.
The sections were manually annotated for reference. The section
lengths range from 9 to 40 seconds.

The lyrics were retrieved from public lyrics database and were
manually checked for correctness. The text input contains anum-
ber of lines, each line corresponding roughly to one singingphrase.
Each vocal section of each song was manually paired with the cor-
responding lyrics, resulting in a number of 100 pairs of audio and
text to be aligned. The number of lyric lines per each sectionwas
between 3 and 9.

The output of the alignment system consists in time informa-
tion about the limits of each text line. As a performance measure
of the alignment we use the mean of the absolute alignment errors
in seconds at the beginning and at the end of each lyric line. The
distribution of the alignment errors is presented in Figure2. It has
a mean of 0.12 and standard deviation of 2.23 seconds. The mean
absolute error for the entire test set is 1.40 seconds, and the median
is 0.64 seconds.

A manual analysis of the errors shows that one main reason
for misalignments is a faulty output of the vocal separationstage.
Some of the songs are from pop-rock genre, featuring loud instru-
ments as an accompaniment, and the melody transcription fails to
pick the voice signal. In this case, the output contains a mixture of
the vocals with some instrumental sounds, but the voice is usually
too distorted to be recognizable. In other cases, there are inaccura-
cies in the annotated temporal locations of the lines, wheresinging
goes from one line directly into the other with no pause. In these
cases, even the manual annotation can have ambiguity.

Overall, the system works very well with music where the
breathing pauses in singing are at the end of the lyric lines and
the vocals are strong compared to the accompaniment.

The error in seconds is not an ideal measure, as it can be per-
ceptually different for songs with different tempos, but the system
uses only phonetic information for the alignment. One possible
refinement is by using musical knowledge to synchronize the lyric
lines to the musical bars.

Table 1:Experimental results: alignment errors

mean error 0.12 s
mean absolute error 1.40 s
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Figure 1: Experimental results: automatic alignment examples.
Black line - manual annotation, grey line - alignment system output
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Figure 2:Experimental results: Distribution of alignment errors

7. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a system for automatic alignment of music
audio and lyrics for the vocal sections of a song. The system uses
an HMM speech recognizer based on monophone models and a
voice separation preprocessing of the audio. The alignmentgram-
mar is constructed from the lyrics text by allowing optionalpauses
after each word, and instrumental noise between each two lines in
the lyrics. Experimental results on a set of commercial recordings
were satisfactory, half of the test material was aligned within 0.64
seconds absolute error. For the entire test set, an average absolute
error of 1.40 seconds was obtained.
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